**East Asia**

**Dokdo Takeshima Lancourt Islands**

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEF9FDh4nZc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEF9FDh4nZc) Korean video

South Korea Denounces Japan's Renewed Claim on Disputed Liancourt Rocks


Japan’s Consistent Position on the Territorial Sovereignty over Takeshima


S. Korea voices strong regret over Japan's Dokdo claim


**Xinjiang Ethnic Conflict**

Terrorism Has No Place in Xinjiang

[https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/USCCBnews/conversations/topics/3312](https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/USCCBnews/conversations/topics/3312) originally in China Daily (subscription required)

More outbreaks of violence show the government’s policies are not working


Muslims receive death sentence as ethnic conflict grows in Xinjiang


China's police chief stresses Xinjiang stability


Chinese Officials Seek to Shift Attention from Rampage


**NK Nuclear Threat**
North Korea Issues Threat at Ceremony for Military

North Korean exiles in South scoff at talk of war
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/north-korean-exile-disdain-talk-war  The Japan Times

Sea of Japan

East Sea vs. Sea of Japan
http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/opinon/2014/04/352_152959.html  The Korea Times

Virginia vote on Sea of Japan hands victory to Koreans
http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201402070041  Asahi Shimbun  (use of word "victory")

UGANDA

Why Museveni stood up to Obama on homosexuality
http://www.monitor.co.ug/Magazines/PeoplePower/Why-Museveni-stood-up-to-Obama-on-homosexuality/-/689844/2226870/-/rtxhr6z/-/index.html  The Monitor

West mad at anti-gays law but mum on violence: Why?

Ugandan leader signs harsh anti-gay bill, ignores warning from Obama

Uganda's Anti-Gay Law Complicates US Aid in Rebel Hunt
**INDIA**

Meeting Modi: Spartan surroundings, no fuss, all business


The interviewer on the interview:
*I was not silent during the 2002 riots*

Indians Vote on Key Election Day


**RUSSIA**

**TOPIC #1: UKRAINE**

Ukraine Launches Operation against Insurgents


Russia Announces Military Exercises on Ukraine Border Amid Deadly Clashes


Russia to Start Drills, Warning Ukraine Over Mobilization


Clashes Spread Across Eastern Ukraine; Up To 5 Pro-Russian Activists Reported Killed


Putin Vows Retaliation as Ukraine Forces Kill 5 Pro-Russian Rebels


Ukraine Turmoil Heads Up to Military Action


Kiev Deploying Army against Ukrainians Would Be Serious Crime
Battles in Slavyansk: Ukrainian Troops Go On Offensive

TOPIC #2: ARCTIC POLITICS

Russia Approves Program on Arctic Zone Development

Gazprom Opens New State in Development of Arctic Oil Industry

Russia’s Putin wants beefed-up presence in Arctic

Russia’s Territorial Ambition and Increased Military Presence in the Arctic

Putin Wants Greater Russian Presence in Arctic

Latin America

Cholera Epidemic

UN Struggles to Stem Haiti Cholera Epidemic
Many stories about the epidemic found at this link:
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DPRK's Nuclear Weapons Serve as Treasured Sword for Defending Sovereignty: Rodong Sinmun

Pyongyang, April 26 (KCNA) -- The DPRK's nuclear weapons represent the life and soul and treasure of the nation and the dignity of the DPRK. The DPRK will protect its sovereignty with nuclear weapons, build an economic power and a highly civilized socialist nation under the protection of a nuclear shield and achieve the cherished desire of the country's reunification by tightly holding nuclear force.

Rodong Sinmun Friday says this in a bylined article.

The March, 2013 plenary meeting of the C.C., the Workers' Party of Korea laid down a strategic line on simultaneously pushing forward economic construction and building of nuclear force. The line serves as a great banner for defending the peace and security on the Korean Peninsula and paving a wide avenue for national prosperity.

It is the consistent and unshakable line of the WPK and the government of the DPRK to secure and bolster up powerful nuclear deterrent for self-defence as long as the imperialists' nuclear threat persists and there remains the danger of a nuclear war to it.

The U.S. and the puppet forces do not abandon their scenario to invade the DPRK even a bit. It is, therefore, nothing but a crafty artifice to let loose rhetoric that they would do something for the DPRK if it dismantles its nukes.

They paint the DPRK's access to nuclear weapons as something for a political bargain. This reveals their sinister ploy to label the DPRK a nuclear criminal in a bid to shift the blame for the strained situation onto it and justify their moves for invading it.

Their assertion is part of their moves for a nuclear war against the DPRK and represents its height.

Now that they are working hard to ignite a nuclear war against the DPRK, its option is clear. It is left with no option but to bolster up its war deterrent for self-defense centered on nuclear force in every way.

The DPRK's nuclear weapons are not something for bargaining.

It will produce more precision and diverse nuclear weapons to bolster up its nuclear deterrent. It will never put down its nuclear weapons till the whole world is denuclearized.